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10^415 [Mol95b].  2 [Mol74].  \(Ax = \lambda Bx\) [MS71].  \(AXB^T + CXD^T = E\) [GWL+92, GLAM92].

-by- [Mol74].

15th [Mol92].  1978 [MS78a].

2007 [DFM+07].

50th [DFM+07].

6 [Mol00a].  6600 [DM73].  6600/7600 [DM73].  77 [GWL+92].


Algebra [GM87, HM88].  Algebraic [FM67, Joh68, FM71, Mol67b, MS78a].  algebraische [FM71].  Algorithm [GWL+92, MS73, MS78b, MS71, MS72, Mol95c, Mol01].  algorithms [MS78a].  Analysis [MM83a, Mol68b, Mol68c, Mol69c, Mol69d, Mol83, Mol70].  Analyst [Hig99].
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Computational [CMMP95, DFM+07, HM88, Jam89, PAB+01]. Computations [FMM77, FMM80, Mol72b, Mol86, Mol69e, Mol71, Ste68, Cur78]. Compute [MV78a, MV78b, MV03, MV79].

Computed [DMW83]. Computer [AFI67, FM67, FMM77, MLB87c, FM71, FMM80, Cur78, Joh68].
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education [PAB+01]. Efficiencies [Jam89]. efficient [MS79]. effort [BCC+72].
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Memory [GMI85, Mol86, Mol72c]. Methods
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**N** [AF69]. NA-Net [DGG+08]. NATS [BCC+72]. Net [DDG+08]. Netlib [DGG+08]. Nineteen [MV78b, MV79, MV03]. NJ [AFI67].

**Normal** [Mol01]. normally [Mol01]. Notes [Jam89]. Number [CMSW79, MM73]. Numbers [Mol95a, Mol95e, Mol95].

**numeric** [LM91]. Numerical [DFM+07, Dub83, Hig99, KMN89, LM67, Mol69b, Mol70, Mol02a, Mol04a, Mol05b, Mol68b, Mol68c, Mol69c, Mol69d, MS70b, Mol83, MRR94, Mol04b, MS78a].

**Objectively** [Mol99a]. occasion [Mol92].

October [Hea86, USE94]. ODEs [Mol96b].

**OOPS** [Mol99a]. Operator [Mol65].


**Pioneer** [Hai08]. Pioneering [Hig99].

Point [Mol67a, Mol98b]. points [Mol96a].

Positive [CMR73]. Prentice [Cur78].

Prentice/Hall [Cur78]. Principles [Mol70].

**PRO** [LM91, MLB87c, ML90, MLB87a].


**Pythagorean** [Dub83, MM83].

**QR** [Mol95c]. qualifying [Mol68b, Mol69c, Mol69d].

Quantum [Mol79].

Random [Mol95b, MM73, Mol01]. Rapidly [Jam89]. Recollections [Mol77].

Refinement [Mol67a]. rely [Mol02a].
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Santa [USE94]. scale [Mol99b]. Schmidt [CMR73]. science [PAB+01]. Scientific [DGG+08]. Second [Hea86].

Sensitivity [DM78]. September [Hea86].

Short [Jam89]. simulations [MRS94].


Singular [MM83a, Mol98a]. skills [Mol02a]. small [Mol95a].

Software [Cow84, GWL+92, Hai08, KMN89, BCC+72, GMI85, LM91].


Solving [DM84, GWL+92]. Sources [Cow84].

Sparse [GMS92]. Speaking [Mol99b, Mol99a]. special [Mol02a]. speed [Mol00b].

sphere [Mol69a]. splines [MS70b].

Spring [AFI67]. Square [Jam89, MM83b, MS70a]. Standard
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